HAPPY HOOKER BEGINNER KITS
INCLUDES: Binding, heirloom and hand dyed wools, wooden hoop frame, and illustrated instructions . . .

RETAIL PRICE: $25.00

1. CAPE COD HOUSE 5 x 9” oval
2. NANTUCKET WHALE 5 x 9” oval
3. PRIMITIVE FLOWER 5 x 9” oval
4. SAINT NICHOLAS 5 x 9” oval
5. COLONIAL HOUSE 7” round
6. MITTEN 7” round
7. SHEEP 7” round
8. PRIMITIVE FLOWER 7” round

NOTE: Every single kit is one-of-a-kind, original art! All designs are HAND DRAWN on burlap, so may vary slightly. Wools are selected from my heirloom collection, hand dyed, and uncut. Hand cutting and hooking instructions are included in each kit. Special colors are available at your request, but in limited quantities, as each project is treated as a separate creation. All our customers appreciate knowing that their finished rug will be absolutely unique! Please contact me with questions or custom design orders - for patterns, kits, rug hooking classes and retreats, and finished fine art hooked rugs by commission.

JANET CONNER HOOKED RUGS
PO Box 224, Hiram, ME 04041 • (207) 625-3325 • fcjc@adelphia.net
www.jconnerhookedrugs.com
J. CONNER HOOKED RUG KITS

INCLUDES: Hand drawn pattern on burlap, wooden hoop frame, binding, heirloom and hand dyed wools, and illustrated instructions.

RETAIL PRICES BY SIZE

5” x 7” Oval ........ $25
9” Round ............ $35
10” Round .......... $40
12” Round .......... $50
15” Stuffed Santa Kit ........ $60

PRIMITIVE RUG HOOKS PRICED SEPARATELY ..... $8.50

9. TWEED HEN
Available in 9”, 10” or 12” round

10. ANTIQUE HOUSE
Available in 12” round

11. WEATHERVANE HORSE
Available in 12” round

12. FLOWER BASKET
Available in 9”, 10” or 12” round

13. SCOTTISH THISTLE
Available in 9”, 10” or 12” round

14. VICTORIAN GLOVE
Available in 9”, 10” or 12” round

15. MAINE MOOSE
Available in 9”, 10” or 12” round

16. CAT’S PAW
Available in 9”, 10” or 12” round

17. BROKEN GLASS
Available in 9”, 10” or 12” round
18. ANGEL
Available in 5” X 9” oval

19. BUTTON TREE
Available in 5” X 9” oval

20. BEEHIVE
Available in 5” X 9” oval

21. DEER
Available in 9”, 10”
or 12” round

22. TEAPOT
Available in 9”, 10”
or 12” round

23. ROOSTER
Available in 9”, 10”
or 12” round

24. WILLOW
Available in 9”, 10”
or 12” round

25. SUNFLOWERS
Available in 12” round

26. DOG
Available in 9”, 10”
or 12” round
27. OVAL SNOWMAN  
Available in 5" X 9" oval

28. CHRISTMAS TREE  
Available in 5" X 9" oval

29. STUFFED SANTA  
Stands 14” Tall

30. SHEEP WITH FLOWER  
Available in 9”, 10” or 12” round

31. STRAWBERRIES  
Available in 9”, 10” or 12” round

32. PINEAPPLE  
Available in 9”, 10” or 12” round

33. DUCK  
Available in 9”, 10” or 12” round

34. OAK LEAVES  
Available in 9”, 10” or 12” round

35. NANTUCKET WINDMILL  
Available in 12” round
36. SAILOR BOY
Available in 12" round

37. LIGHTHOUSE
Available in 9", 10" or 12" round

38. SAILBOAT
Available in 9", 10" or 12" round

39. LIGHTSHIP
BASKET
Available in 9", 10" or 12" round

40. NANTUCKET
WHALE
Available in 12" round

41. RABBIT
Available in 9", 10" or 12" round

42. HAPPY CAT
Available in 12" round

43. VICTORIAN ROSE
Available in 9", 10" or 12" round

44. HEARTS AND FLOWERS
Available in 9", 10" or 12" round

SPECIAL PROJECTS:
Custom Designed Hand Drawn Hooked Rug Patterns
(Your home? Your pet? Whatever! Challenge me!)
Custom: 2 x 3 feet ... Custom Pattern Only: $100  Kit with wools: $150  Finished Piece: $300 and up
ANY size is available!
Contact: Janet Conner Hooked Rugs, PO Box 224, Hiram, ME 04041 (207) 625-3325
45. DRAGONFLY  
12” Chairpad

46. FAT SANTA  
12” Chairpad

47. TROPICAL SHELLS  
12” Chairpad

48. CREWEL FLORAL  
12” Chairpad

49. ANTIQUE LAMP  
12” Chairpad

50. MERMAID  
12” Chairpad

51. BLUE HERON  
12” Chairpad

52. MAINE SEASHELLS  
12” Chairpad

53. CARDINAL  
12” Chairpad
New for 2008
12" circles: $50

73. LADY SLIPPER
5X7" oval ($25)

74. LUPINES
12" chairpad

75. FLORAL WREATH
12" chairpad

76. PANZIES
12" chairpad

77. PRIMITIVE PEACOCK
12" chairpad

78. FRACUTUR ANGEL
12" chairpad

79. SANDPIPERS
12" chairpad

80. SEAGULL
12" chairpad

81. SWALLOWS
12" chairpad
82. POMEGRANATE BRANCH 12” chairpad
83. PRIMITIVE SWAN 12” chairpad
84. IRISH COTTAGE 12” chairpad
85. FOLK ART LION 12” chairpad
86. 1880 GEOMETRIC 12” chairpad
87. IRISH FUCHIA 12” chairpad
88. GRACE’S BOUQUET 12” chairpad
89. FOLK ART FLOWER POT 12” chairpad
90A. CLADDAGH SHAMROCK 12” chairpad
90B. LOBSTER BOAT
12” chairpad

93. BLUE BIRD
12” chairpad

96. HIT OR MISS
12” chairpad

91. SHIP
12” chairpad

94. CASTLE
12” chairpad

97. SALT BOX
12” chairpad

92. LAMB’S FACE
12” chairpad

95. BEEHIVE
12” chairpad

98. “I LIKE MY WINE”
12” chairpad

New for 2017
PATTERNS HAND DRAWN ON BURLAP: $65 RETAIL

45. PANZIES  24” X 36”

46. CAT COUPLE  24” X 36”

47. PENNSYLVANIA DUTCH  24” X 36”

48. NANTUCKET HOME

NOTE: Every design is hand drawn original art, so will vary slightly. Wool colors, textures and tweeds will vary according to availability.
50. HERLLOOM FLOWERS
24" X 36"

52. CAT'S PAW
24" X 36"

49. ROSE BORDER SHEEP
24" X 36"

51. WEDDING RUG
24" X 36"

Available as complete kits with binding, wools and instructions: $200 - $250

Custom sizes, designs and colors available on request.
J. CONNER GEOMETRICS COLLECTION: Hand Drawn on Burlap - $75, on Linen - $100

53. BROKEN PLATES 32” X 48” Hand Drawn Pattern $75
54. LOG CABIN 25” X 35” Hand Drawn Pattern $75
55. WARP & WEFT 31” X 41” Hand Drawn Pattern $75
56. MONKEY WRENCH 33” X 42” Hand Drawn Pattern $75
J. CONNER GIFT RUGS
Hand Drawn Patterns

58. HOUSEWARMING RUG
60. ANNIVERSARY RUG

59. AMERICAN VICTORY 18” X 24” Pattern $50
60. LARGE TEAPOTS 3’ X 4’ Pattern $150
65. HERBAL TILES 32" X 48" Hand Drawn Pattern $125

RUNNER also available in Maple Leaf

66. OAKLEAF RUNNER 24" Wide, made to desired length @ $20 per foot
J. CONNER MAINE LAKES COLLECTION

12” Circles $45 / Kit

#67 LOON
#68 BEAVER
#69 FOX

14” x 24” Rectangles:
Pattern Only on Burlap: $50
Pattern Only on Linen: $65
Complete Kit with Wools: $125-150

#70 SUNSET PADDLERS

#71 FISH

Note: Rectangular pattern kits do not include hoop.

#72 CUSTOM LAKE MAP

See an example of finished lake
hooked by Tricia Kane
74. ADAM AND EVE, approx 3x4'
Hand Drawn PATTERN on Linen $175
Uncut Hand Dyed and Heirloom Wools $250

75. "YOUR DOG HERE!" approximately 2.5x4 feet
This is my Corgi, Bella, but I can draw this pattern for you from a photo of your own pooch, or cat, with a border of your choice! This border is called Victorian Roses, and it is adapted from an Edward Sands Frost era motif. Just tell me YOUR favorite flower!
Pattern on linen $175, Kit with uncut heirloom and hand dyed wools, $250.
Finished custom rug; $200 per square foot. ($2000)
76. BOBBIE'S SEASHELLS, approximately 24x40"
Pattern on Linen $150,
Kit with uncut heirloom and hand dyed wools: $225

77. ELLEN'S BOUQUET, Approximately 24x40 OVAL,
Pattern on linen $150,
Kit with uncut heirloom and hand dyed wools: $225
Perfect for Proddy

PDY #1 Victorian Glove 15x19 $50

PDY #2 Easter Basket 15x21 $50

PDY #3 Flower Basket ½ oval 15x36 $65

PDY #4 Flower Vine Table Runner 15x53 $95

Copyright 2012 J. Conner Hooked Rugs — prices subject to change.
Please see the color catalog for additional designs in FINE ART ADAPTATIONS.
J. CONNER VAN GOGH COLLECTION

#61 CYPRESSES
#62 SUNFLOWERS
#63 SELF PORTRAIT
#64 STARRY NIGHT

All Patterns Hand Drawn
22" x 30"
$100

#64 TWO SUNFLOWERS
#65 COUPLE IN PARK
#66 FIELD OF POPPIES
#67 THE SOWER
J. CONNER VAN GOGH COLLECTION

#68 ALPINE LANDSCAPE

#69 POPPIES IN VASE

#70 ROAD WITH CYPRESS & STAR

#71 THE BIBLE

All Patterns Hand Drawn

22" x 30"

$100
Additional Van Gogh Patterns on linen

Blue Houses

Under the Pine Tree

$100-$150 ea
Cypress + Shrub

Wheatfield with Crows
Almost ANY Van Gogh painting can be adapted for hooking... email me!

Minoan Ladies of Ancient Crete. 18" squares Great for Pillows, inspired by frescos...
CAN YOU BAYEAUX??

The famous Bayeaux tapestry, made and housed in a museum in Normandy, is actually not a tapestry at all. It is a masterwork of hand embroidery, over 640 feet in length, about 24 inches high, which tells the story of William the Conqueror’s Norman Invasion of England in the year 1066. Compellingly beautiful and mysterious, it shows people, animals, battle scenes, castles, trees, and every minute aspect of courtly life in the Eleventh Century. It was lost for over one hundred years, and then re-surfaced.

Scholars argue about its meaning and historic accuracy, but all agree that it is a stunning piece of art, completely hand embroidered in naturally dyed hand spun woolen yarns, on a linen ground. The colors, the images, the story, the variety of vignettes make it a wonderful design source for hooking.

See the original at the Centre Guillaume de Conquerant, Bayeaux, France. See images online with a Google Image search: Bayeaux Tapestry.

J. Conner Hooked Rugs adapted pattern: Bayeaux Ship, 36x50” Pattern on Linen $150, with hand dyed and heirloom wools $375. Seasonally available, I will have wools that are hand dyed Nature’s Colors made from local plants. Priced separately, but possible to complete the entire rug. Coming soon: a 36 x 180” runner, and a 16” pillow design. Yes, you CAN Bayeaux!

Please see the color catalog for additional designs in FINE ART ADAPTATIONS.
# ORDER FORM

Please Print Date: Phone #: 

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name:</th>
<th>Address:</th>
<th>City:</th>
<th>State:</th>
<th>Zip:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>QTY</th>
<th>SIZE</th>
<th>KIT#</th>
<th>KIT NAME</th>
<th>PRICE</th>
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</tr>
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</table>

**SHIPPING & HANDLING**
- Under $25 add $5 S&H rates,
- $26-$50 add $7 Payable in
- $51-$75 add $9 U.S. Funds.
- $76-$100 add $11 Please allow 2 - 3
- $100 & over add $15 weeks delivery.

Canada: add $2 to

- Kits Include - Hand drawn pattern on primitive burlap, hand dyed and “as is” uncut wool, binding tape and complete instructions with small photo.
- All designs are original and are hand-drawn. Hand-dyed colors or “as is” wool may not be the same as pictured with kits due to availability.
- Patterns are copyrighted and registered with the Library of Congress.